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About This Content

After 10 years, the definitive collection of Narcissu's heart-rending musical score is finally here!

Longtime fans of the Narcissu series have praised the powerful use of music and emotions as one of the finest in its genre, and
now the complete soundtrack is available on Steam! This edition collects the familiar music used in Narcissu 1st and 2nd, as

well as the incredible new additions from the 10th Anniversary.

As well as the instrumental score, this edition also featuress a massive 10 full vocal songs alongside the 36 BGM tracks. Last but
not least, this soundtrack includes the all new tracks from industry legends Chris Huelsbeck (Turrican, Star Wars: Rogue

Squadron) and Hiroki Kikuta (Secret of Mana, Koudelka).

10 years in the making, Narcissu's audio journey is now complete and available on Steam!

Tracklist: (Bold text denotes vocal tracks

Disc 1
01：スカーレット -arr- = Scarlet -arranged-

02：dear friend = dear friend
03：15ｃｍ = 15cm

04：すみれより：あかりのテーマ = Akari's Theme (From Sumire)
05：南向きの窓 = Southern-facing Window
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06：サクラ（１２０円の春より） = Sakura (from 120yen Spring)
07：曇りの心 = Clouded Heart
08：光降るなら = If light rains
09：朝の景色 = Morning Scene

10：ここにいる = I'm Here

11：ロードスター = Roadster
12：ねこ王国の姫/ＷＨＩＴＥより = Princess of the Cat Kingdom

13：銀色より = From Gin'iro
14：陽子のテーマ = Youko's Theme

15：悲しき調べ = Sorrowful Investigation

16：ラムネ79's = Ramune 79's
17：週末の過ごし方 = How to Pass a Weekend

18：ナルキッソス-inst2- = Narcissus
19：切なる想い = Sincere Feelings
20：半分の魔法 = Half of Magic

21：夕化粧 アレンジver = Preparing For Night

Disc 2
01：エメラルドの海 = Emerald Sea

02：Narcissu～セツミのテーマ～ = Narcissu ~Setsumi's Theme~
03：銀のクーペ = Silver Coupe

04：7F = 7F
05：夕立雲 = Rain Cloud

06：Liaison = Liaison
07：誰が為に = For Someone's Sake

08：秘めた希望 = Hidden Hope
09：１２０円の冬より = From 120yen of Autumn

10：姫子のテーマ = Himeko's Theme

11：10：ここにいる = I'm Here
12：長い影 = Long Shadows

13：Sleeping pretend(すみれより） = Sleeping Pretend (From Sumire)
14：憂いと麗し = Sorrow and Beauty

15：鳴る高架線 2007 = Ringing Railway

16：ナルキッソス-inst- = Narcissus -inst-
17：寂しき旋律 = Lonely Melody

18：ラムネ79's ver2 = Ramune 79's ver 2
19：飲み込む嘘 = Accepted Lies
20：ナルキッソス = Narcissus

21：一号線 = Route 1
22:雨のマージナル = Ame no Marginal

23:静かな時間 = Quiet Time
24:移り行く季節 = The Changing Seasons

25:耐える冬 = A Winter of Enduring

Total play time: 2hr 20min
Format: FLAC Lossless Audio
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Awesome game. Been playing it since it was free. The new update really increases the variety.. you, you ♥♥♥♥ing bad-dadded,
small foot-having, soda pop-riding piece of waste. This is the end of the world, as its continuous levels reinforce the fact that
you are currently being detached from reality. I sincerely hope that the designers of this sorry excuse for a title know that what
they did should be classified as a violation to basic human rights, and that their actions have resulted in the downfall of my
sanity. I would be genuinely happy to see the public flogging of such a malicious organization. The "game" itself is exactly as its
tags suggest; psychological horror. It has its own way of wiggling its way into your innocent mind and slowly breaking you
down. The end result, as would be expected, is ultimate and utter dissapointment, as you then realize what you have subjected
yourself to in the past couple of hours. The very idea of this game's existence is proof of the end being near.

FINAL RATING: 6/10. On the bright side, I got it for less than half a dollar.
On the negative side, this game is impossibly difficult. There is little to no touch on the keyboard controls, and that makes it
very difficult to negotiate the obstacles. If you thrive in a state of frustration, this game is for you.. I really enjoyed this game as
it was something different that branches of from the main series itself. I myself played for ten minutes and got all the
achievements, but it was really fun! It's free so don't be afraid to play a little bit of it. The other thing I liked about this game is
the OST which is amazing like the other games!. Only played in Oculus VR Mode)

Super fun game, solid gameplay, very balanced!

Its everything it promises to be and more, works super well in VR and is just overall a super fun game to play.

If youre looking for a solid RTS/Tower Defense game, this is definitly one to pick up!. This is not even a game.
I wonder why is this even on steam?
It took 11 minutes to get to the credits.. Simple and cheap game that supports the HTC Vive trackers! Totally worth if you own
two or three trackers!. Sublime action wtih puzzle elements, control is slick and just rght, brilliant presentation especially the
superb music. A real joy to play.
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I bought this for £3 and I still want my money back. It's terrible to use the teleport system. It barely registers your controller
presses and it takes 1-5 attempts to actually teleport for movement.

It's a shame as I was interested in the story and an Alice world but the game doesn't actually really work.. Wanted to like this
game. Has good old school NES gameplay. Pretty short, and levels aren't that interesting. Cool upgrades. What did it is the
mechanics and platforming, which were too amateur-ish. The jump and falling are super jerky. When you jump up in the air or
let off the jetpack, you fall way too quickly and just jerk down. When you boost up you jerk up high into the air. It is not
smooth or intuitive at all. When you get hit there is the dumb mechanic of you are stunned and fall back a decent amount, which
just makes platforming frustrating and not fun. You get 3 lives to complete 6 levels, and there are a few 1-ups and a few healths
scattered in there. If you die on the final stage you have to do it all over again. This isn't bad initially. Then there is the hitboxes,
which are spotty. Enemies fire at you immediately when they get on screen and before you can see or react to them, meaning
you get hit when there is nothing you can do about it. The bottom of the screen is terrible. It registers you dying when only a bit
of your foot touches it. This makes no sense because many time on the final stages you are expected to fly under things, and
with the jerky unintuitive dropping and flying there is no way you might not graze the screen, but in this game thats an instant
death and restart the level. The poor flying also doesn't work when they want you going in between top and bottom spikes, and
you can't just hold it and keep it. The instant deaths from the bottom of the screen, poor jetpack mechanics, annoying enemies
attacking before you see them, repeated 6 levels with 3 lives, and getting knocked back, all make this game poor by NES
standards. Games back then usually had more polish. 4.5/10. This game is absolutely amazing! It rivals Job Simulator for a great
cooking simulator. My wife is IN LOVE with Diner Dash style games and this one is BY FAR her favorite VR game at the
moment. It's almost a nightly ritual now where her and I have to play this game together. She always uses the VR headset and
cooks while I'm on the keyboard & mouse and I'm serving the food. 10/10 would buy again.

If you're interested in seeing us play then feel free to check out the video below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=058h8mdidi0. GOD TIER GAME
-----------------
The only issue is the fact I cant use the achievements in my steam achievements showcase
(which is the only reason I bought the game anyway)
-----------------
That being said, EASILY THE BEST GAME ON STEAM 10/10. this game is aweosme love it. amazing game! love the goodies
and shop items! weekly rewards! this game is about your strategy, not rng. buy it now! just bought all the dlc to support the
devs! hoping for awesome content to keep flowing in!
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